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9]
“Nappy method (Fig.5):
Using the round sponge “pop-out” as a guide cut 3 x round 6 oz fibreglass patches 1” larger than the 
round sponge and make a slow mixture (+- 15-20 min.) of +- 100 ml resin with pigment (polyester resin 
for polyurethane boards / epoxy resin for polystyrene boards). Pour +- 30 ml of resin into each circular 
cavity, place the 6 oz round fibreglas patch over the recesses and position boxes with NO additional 
SPLAY / CANT (splay / cant is already built into the side fins). Note the position of the disc “+” mark-
ings, as the disc splay/cant number should always be closest to the rail for the side fins. (This is only 
applicable to non-zero degree discs)

10]
Place the boxes (complete with required inserted disc) over the positioning sponge. and into the 
sponge recesses provided, noting the location of the 4 positioning tabs on the boxes and positioning  
sponge. Use the weighted metall jig to make sure that the 4 box tabs are resting on the surface of the 
surfboard and not “raised” (Fig. 6/7/8) - Disregard wether the ends of the weighted alignment jig are 
touching the board or not, but make sure for toe alignment purposes, that the ends align between the 
top and bottom cutaways.

Use finger pressure to ensure that the boxes are pushed down completely.

The most important objective is to ensure that ALL 4 box tabs are resting on the boards surface. The 
metal weighted jigs can be used for this purpose. (Note: They do not need to be fully inserted into the 
disc such that it would be difficult to remove them) Instead of the weighted jigs you can also use other 
suitable heavy objects or even simply tape them down.

As the boxes are pushed down, the resin in the cavity will surface pushing air bubbles out. Be careful 
NOT to get resin on the inside of the walls of the boxes where the discs are located. With the r emain-
ing resin in a squeeze bottle, top up as required.
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10] continued 
Note: For deep concave boards, tape may be required as well, to stop the weighted jigs 
“leaning inwards” and accidently lifting the boxes off the surface.


